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ABSTRACT
As people increasingly rely on social media platforms such as Twit-
ter to consume information, there are significant concerns about
the diversity of news consumption. Users may narrow their atten-
tion to posts which reinforce their pre-existing views, which could
lead to a more fragmented society. Aiming to combat this, earlier
work divided news on a given story into high consensus and low
consensus posts, based on how similar reactions can be expected
from users with different political views: high consensus news elic-
its similar reactions, whereas low consensus news elicits different
reactions from readers depending on their political leanings. In
this work, we propose and quantify the benefits of a strategy to
spread high consensus news across readers with diverse political
leanings. We first compile a dataset and make the following three
key observations: (1) low consensus news is more likely to remain
within subgroups of users with similar political leanings, whereas
high consensus news spreads more across subgroups; (2) high con-
sensus news posted by neutral publishers spreads more equally
across subgroups; and (3) users that get the information from other
users instead of the publishers, get an even more biased exposure
to news. Then, we propose a strategy that spreads high consen-
sus news through neutral publishers, and quantify the significant
decrease in the disparity of users’ news exposure. Our extensive
experiments on Twitter shows that seeding high consensus infor-
mation with neutral publishers is an effective way to achieve high
spread with little disparity regarding political leaning.

1 INTRODUCTION
People are increasingly relying on social media platforms, such as
Facebook and Twitter, to receive news and information [29, 45].
Many news stories are divisive, often posted by polarized publish-
ers, eliciting different reactions from users with different political
leanings or pre-existing views, e.g., conservatives or liberals. While
various news sources publish high and low consensus news that
cover a given story, users often limit themselves to the low consen-
sus divisive stories which can reinforce their prior views [4, 15, 25].
This selective exposure and consumption of divisive information
may lead to a more politically fragmented, less cohesive society [12]
and the formation of filter bubbles or echo chambers [7, 10, 18, 34].

Due to concerns about societal polarization [40, 43], prior works
have proposed exposing users to diverse news stories by nudging
users to read other views [32, 35]. While this could be useful for
encouraging debate in society, such approaches have been shown to
increase the chance that users reject stories from other perspectives
– perhaps because they believe other publishers and their stories
are biased – thereby defeating the purpose [5, 6, 31, 33, 44, 50].

On the other hand, highlighting high consensus news that elicits
similar responses from both sides could act as a soothing balm to
help bring people together, despite initial ideological differences.
Babaei et al. [4] proposed such a complementary approach to in-
crease diversity in users’ information consumption by identifying
high consensus, yet interesting information. Their system recom-
mends high consensus “purple” posts to both red (conservatives)
and blue (liberals) users, hoping to increase users’ exposure to cross-
cutting news posts, leading to lower societal polarization and lower
segregation in information consumption [13]. Nevertheless, it still
remains unclear how such information is spread across users in a
network and how individuals choose to react to it.

In this paper, we investigate users’ willingness to share and
spread such posts, or the reach of high and low consensus news sto-
ries across a diverse audience. We also examine the newsworthiness
[19, 48] of both high and low consensus news. Overall, we ask two
fundamental questions on a Twitter network: (1) Can high consen-
sus posts help to break filter bubbles (and thus potentially decrease
polarization in society)? (2) Can we propose methods to propagate
high consensus stories broadly across society? We highlight the
following contributions:

I. We compile a novel dataset, which reveals how Twitter users
with similar or different political leanings are connected
to each other. To do so, we consider a dataset of 400 news
tweets posted by 10 publishers containing 80 high and 80 low
consensus posts [4]. For every high or low consensus news
post, we collected a subset of its 100 random retweeters and
for each retweeter we collected a random set of their 100
followers. We compute the political leaning of the 1,616,000
users who either retweeted a high or low consensus news
story or were exposed to it. Moreover, to simulate the spread
of news in Twitter, we crawl a network of more than 100
million Twitter users. This allows us to compute the political
leanings of 69,687 users connected by 2,907,026 links.

II. Using our dataset, we study how individuals with different
political leanings get exposed to and retweet high and low
consensus news posted by users from various political per-
spectives. We observe that low consensus news tends to
proliferate primarily only amongst users with a particular
political learning. In contrast, high consensus news has a
higher chance of spreading through the entire network. Im-
portantly, high consensus news posted by a set of neutral
publishers spreads more equally across liberal and conser-
vative users than if posted by the same number of a mix of
non-neutral publishers.

III. Based on the above observations, we propose a strategy that
seeds neutral publishers to expose roughly equal fractions



of people with different political leaning to high consen-
sus news with the minimum cost (hoping this may help to
break filter bubbles which can trap users). We show that our
proposed strategy is more effective than seeding the most
influential nodes without taking the political leanings into
account.

Ourwork provides new insights and a complementary tool which
may help to reduce filter bubbles, encourage healthier interaction
between population subgroups, and lead to a more cohesive society.

2 RELATEDWORK
We review related work on diverse and polarized news dissemina-
tion, and information propagation in social networks.

2.1 News Consumption Polarization on Social
Media

Several recent studies have investigated the dissemination of news
in social networks [8], focusing on biases [14], political news [2],
and the characteristics of spreaders [26].

Traditionally, professional news organizations played a major
role in spreading news by selectively presenting news stories to
citizens [41]. Accordingly, news media had a high impact on politi-
cal issues and public opinions [15, 22]. Several works have focused
on understanding how and to what extent news media outlets can
impact people and society, such as the White Helmets in Syria [42]
and the 2016 US presidential campaign [37, 39].

By examining cross-ideological exposure through content and
network analysis, Himelboim et al. [25] showed that political talk
on Twitter is highly partisan and users are unlikely to be exposed to
cross-ideological content through their friendship network. Other
studies also report similar findings such as users’ higher willingness
to communicate with other like-minded social media users [30].

To understand the political bias in social media better, many
researchers have studied political polarization on Twitter by ana-
lyzing different groups’ behavior. Conover et al. [16] showed that
Twitter users usually retweet the users who have the same political
ideology as themselves, making the retweeting network structure
highly partitioned into left- and right-leaning groups with limited
connections between them.

Previous work have mostly investigated news media political
bias, and the bias introduced in the content of the news, by different
methods such as crowdsourcing and machine learning. [4, 11, 20].
Recently, a complementary approach was proposed by Babaei et al.
[4], in which the goal is to inject diversity in users’ information
consumption by identifying high consensus yet informative news,
based on using features such as the publishers’ political leaning.

Babaei et al. [4] showed that high and low consensus posts are
equally popular and cover broadly similar topics. However, their
study did not investigate how low and high consensus news spread
through social media, and their potential impacts on readers biased
exposure, which are the main concerns of our paper.

In this work, we first investigate how low and high consensus
news spread through Twitter. Then we study the effect of spreading
high consensus news through users with different political leanings
on decreasing the disparity in users’ exposure. We show that seed-
ing high consensus information with neutral individuals is the best

way to achieve high spread with little disparity regarding political
leaning.

2.2 Information Propagation in Social Networks
The process of increasing information propagation and network
diffusion by identifying and choosing the optimal set of individuals
that utilize social influences to maximize adoption or reception
of information in society has been studied widely [21, 23, 27, 38].
The effectiveness of these strategies is studied by Kempe et al. [27]
under different social contagion models such as Linear Threshold
(LT) and Independent Cascade (IC) models.

The goal of our paper is to propagate news with less disparity
amongst users with different political leanings. Two studies on fair
influence maximization [1, 46] are the most related to our work.
However, their approaches may not be directly applicable to online
networks such as Twitter.We show that in social media, the political
leaning of the seeds can make a considerable bias in users’ exposure
to news. In particular, we observe that high consensus news posted
by neutral publishers has the lowest disparity for spreading among
all users (liberal, conservative and neutral). We use the fair influence
maximization method proposed by [1] as a baseline.

In the following sections, we explain our dataset and research
design, and discuss our findings.

3 DATASET
In this work, we consider the dataset of 400 news tweets posted by
10 publishers collected in [4] between 9th to 15th May, 2017. The
dataset contains 80 low and 80 high consensus news posts.

To obtain the political leanings of the users who either retweeted
a high or low consensus news or were exposed to it, for every high
or low consensus news post in the dataset, we collected a random
set of its 100 retweeters. Then for each retweeter, we collected a
random set of his 100 followers. Finally, for each of these 1,616,000
users we collected their followees to compute their political leaning.

3.1 High and Low Consensus News Posts
Our news dataset consists of 10 news publishers with different
political leanings varying from liberals to neutrals to conserva-
tives: Slate, Salon, New York Times, CNN, AP, Reuters, Politico, Fox
News, Drudge Report, and Breitbart News. From each publisher, 40
tweeted news posts are collected during the one week period of
9th to 15th May, 2017. For each news post, the authors in [4] set up
a survey in Amazon Mechanical Turk. They asked US AMT work-
ers about their reaction to the post by selecting one out of three
options: agreement, neutral, or disagreement. At the end of the
experiment, they asked about AMT workers’ political leanings: lib-
eral, conservative, or neutral. Based on the above intuition, Babaei
et al. [4] proposed to capture the degree of consensus that a social
media post is likely to have based on the distribution of the political
leanings of the retweeters and repliers of a post, as follows.

consensus = 1 −
����#𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒

#𝐷
−
#𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒

#𝑅

���� , (1)

where #𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 and #𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 respectively denote the number
of democrats and republicans who disagree with the post, while
#𝐷 and #𝑅 are the total number of democrats and republicans.
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Figure 1: Number of high and low consensus news posted on Twitter during 9th-15th May, 2017. (A) shows the number of high
and low consensus news for 10 selected publishers, and (B) shows the aggregated result for conservative, liberals, and neutral
publishers.

Low Consensus
Fox News: Schieffer Slams Trump: Comey Firing
Reminds Me ofJFK-Oswald ConspiraciesSource, 55
Retweets, 510 Replies, 149 Likes.

Conservative Fox News: @POTUS: “All of the Democrats, I
mean, they hated Jim Comey. They didn’t like him,
they wanted him fired".https://t.co/1ebOtqfIOc 491
Retweets, 293 Replies, 2k Likes.
Politico: Analysis: Is this a constitutional cri-
sis? Legal experts size up the Comey firing.
http://politi.co/2qPEN1c, 210 Retweets, 63 Replies,
254 Likes.

Low Consensus
The New York Times: What all the Russia investiga-
tions have done and what couldhappen nextSource,
131 Retweets, 52 Replies, 226 Likes.

Liberal Salon: Report: Trump “revealed more information
to the Russian ambassadorthan we have shared
with our own allies” 51 Retweets, 14 Replies, 34
Likes
CNN: Is Donald Trump the "little boy President"?
A @CNNOpinioncontributor takes a closer look at
his latest moveshttp://cnn.it/2pE1Uaq, 179 Retwees,
264 Replies, 468 Likes.

High Consensus
Fox News: @johnrobertsFox on firing of James
Comey: "This came as a shockto literally every-
one, including the @FBI Director." TheFiveSource,
156 Retweets, 259 Replies, 574 Likes.
AP: BREAKING: Senate intelligence committee in-
vites fired FBI DirectorComey to appear in closed
session next Tuesday, 2.7K Retweets, 176 Replies,
5k Likes
Politico: James Comey told lawmakers he
wanted more resourcesfor Russia probe
http://politi.co/2r2HxpfSource, 132 Retweets,
40 Replies, 204 Likes.

Table 1: Samples of high and low consensus news posts. First
and second rows include low consensus news with conserva-
tive and liberal leaning respectively.

Note that high consensus news is different from low attentive
news. All stories used in our experiment discuss salient social and

political news as opposed to lightweight gossips which may not
generate much attention from or disagreement between users due
to the chosen topics (see Section 7 for more discussions about
the newsworthiness of our news stories). Table 1 shows random
sample news that are labeled as low consensus with conservative
leaning, low consensus with liberal leaning, and high consensus
news respectively. For more examples we refer reader to Table 5 in
Appendix.

Figure 1(A) shows the number of high consensus (purple bars)
and low consensus (orange bars) news posted by 10 publishers with
various political leanings. Figure 1(B) shows the total number of
high consensus and low consensus news posted by the same 10 pub-
lishers, grouped into liberal, conservative, and neutral categories. It
also shows the total number of high consensus and low consensus
news posted by all the 10 publishers. We can see that the total
number of low consensus posts are considerably higher than the
total number of high consensus posts.

As we discuss later, low consensus posts have a much smaller
chance of being received by users with different political lean-
ings, which leads to a more politically fragmented society. On the
other hand, high consensus posts have a better chance of spreading
through communities with various political leanings, and can be
utilized to break the filter bubbles.

3.2 Collecting Users’ Political Leanings
For every news in our set of 80 high and 80 low consensus news
posts, we collected a random set of its 100 retweeters. Then for
each retweeter, we collected a random set of its 100 followers. Thus
we have 1,616,000 twitter users.

We then inferred every user’s political leaning, as a score be-
tween -1, +1, using the method of [28], in which, we needed to
collect their followees. Inferring the political leaning of a given
Twitter user 𝑢 is based on the following steps – (i) generating two
representative sets of users who are known to have a democratic
or republican bias, (ii) inferring the topical interests of 𝑢 by look-
ing at her followees, and (iii) examining how closely 𝑢’s interests
match with the interests of the representative sets of democratic
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and republican users. Formally,

𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑢) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠_𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐼𝑢 , 𝐼𝐷 ) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠_𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐼𝑢 , 𝐼𝑅), (2)

where 𝐼𝑢 is the interest vectors of user 𝑢, and 𝐼𝐷 , 𝐼𝑅 are normalized
aggregate interest vector for the democrat seed set (𝐼𝐷 ) and the
republican seed set (𝐼𝑅). Similarity between interest vectors are
measured by cosine similarity.

For retweeters with certain political leaning, we calculated the
expected fraction of their liberal, conservative, and neutral follow-
ers, as is shown in Table 2.

Liberal Conservative Neutral
Liberal 0.76 0.04 0.2

Conservative 0.045 0.85 0.1
Neutral 0.3 0.27 0.43

Table 2: Expected fraction of liberal, conservative, and neu-
tral followers of retweeters with various political leanings.
Rows and columns correspond to retweeters and followers.

We also estimated the conditional probability that users with
different political leanings retweet high consensus and low consen-
sus news post from liberal, conservative, and neutral publishers
(given that they retweet) in Table 3. It can be seen that users with
a certain political leaning retweet low consensus posts from the
publishers with the same political leaning with a very high proba-
bility. Interestingly, users retweet high consensus news posts from
the publishers with the same political leaning with a smaller proba-
bility. On the other hand, there is a very small chance that users
with a certain political leaning retweet low consensus posts from
the publishers with different political leanings. For high consensus
news this probability is larger.

Retweeters
Liberal Conservative Neutral

Pu
bl
is
he

rs Liberal H: 0.65
L: 0.85

H: 0.08
L: 0.04

H: 0.27
L: 0.11

Conservative H: 0.12
L: 0.08

H: 0.68
L: 0.85

H: 0.2
L: 0.07

Neutral H: 0.34
L: 0.38

H: 0.33
L: 0.37

H: 0.33
L: 0.25

Table 3: Conditional probability of retweeting a high and
low consensus news post (indicated H and L in the table) by
users fromvarious political leanings (given that they retweet).
Rows and columns correspond to publishers and retweeters.
For instance, in the first cell (first row and column), the prob-
ability that liberal users retweet high/low consensus news
posts published by liberals publishers is 0.65/0.85.

4 THE GAP BETWEEN PROLIFERATION OF
HIGH AND LOW CONSENSUS NEWS

In this section, we investigate how high and low consensus news
posts spread among users with various political leanings in Twitter.
In particular, our goal is to answer the following key questions:
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Figure 2: Distribution of retweeters’ political leanings for low
and high consensus news posted by publishers with different
political perspectives. Distribution of political leanings for
a random high and a random low consensus news posted
by (A) liberal, (C) conservative, and (E) neutral publishers.
Distribution of average political leanings for 100 high and
low consensus news posted by (B) liberal, (D) conservative,
and (F) neutral publishers. Distribution of political leanings
for high consensus news (purple) is more symmetric and
centered around 0.

How do individuals with certain political leaning (liberal,
conservative, and neutral) get exposed to high and low consensus

news posts?

Studying the above key question allows to understand the gap
between proliferation of high and low consensus news, and develop
strategies to decrease the polarization in the society by breaking
the filter bubbles that trap users. We start by investigating users’
behavior in retweeting high and low consensus news posts. Then,
we discuss how the confirmation bias in retweeting behavior makes
the filter bubbles grow larger and promote social polarization.

4.1 Confirmation Bias in Retweeting Behavior
First, we study how users with different political leaning share high
and low consensus news post. Specifically, we compare how users
with different political leanings retweet low and high consensus
news posts from publishers with different political perspectives.
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Figures 2(A), 2(C), 2(E) show the distribution of the political
leanings of all retweeters for one random low consensus and one
random high consensus news posted by CNN (liberal publisher),
FoxNews (conservative publisher), and Reuters (neutral publisher)1.
Notice that the distribution of retweeters’ political leanings in Fig-
ure 2(A), 2(E) has more density in the right (liberal leaning) for
the low consensus news. On the other hand, the distribution of
retweeters’ political leanings in Figure 2(C) has considerably more
density in the left (conservative leaning) for the low consensus
news. Importantly, the distribution of retweeters’ political leanings
for high consensus news (purple curve) is more symmetric in all the
Figures. Moreover, the mean of the distribution for high consensus
news is close to 0.

Next, we consider 80 low consensus and 80 high consensus news
posted by the 10 publishers, ranging from liberals to neutrals to
conservatives: Slate, Salon, New York Times, CNN, AP, Reuters,
Politico, Fox News, Drudge Report, and Breitbart News. For each
news post, we consider a set of its 100 retweeters chosen at random.
Figures 2(B), 2(D), 2(F) show the distribution of the expected political
leanings of retweeters of all the low consensus and high consensus
news posted by liberal, conservative, and neutral publishers, re-
spectively. Again, the distribution of retweeters’ political leanings
for high consensus news (purple curve) is more symmetric, and is
centered around 0 in all the Figures. In particular, the distribution
of retweeters’ political leanings for high consensus news posted by
neutral publishers has the most symmetric shape around 0.

We summarize our key observations as follows:
• I. Low consensus news posted by publishers with a specific
political leaning (liberal/conservative) are mostly retweeted
by users with similar political leanings (Figures 2(B), 2(D)).

• II. High consensus news posted by publishers with a specific
political leaning (liberal/conservative) are retweeted by users
with various political leanings (liberal/conservative/neutral)
(Figures 2(B), 2(D)).

• III. While low and high consensus news posted by neutral
publishers spread with lower disparity among users with
different political leanings, high consensus news posted by
neutral publishers have the highest probability to be spread
with minimum disparity among users (Figure 2(F)).

4.2 The Growth of Filter Bubbles in Twitter
Next, we investigate how individuals with different political lean-
ings get exposed to high and low consensus news posted by liberal,
conservative, and neutral publishers.

Figure 3(A) depicts the distribution of political leanings for fol-
lowers (level 1) of liberal, conservative, and neutral publishers. We
observe that users with conservative or liberal leanings are mostly
exposed to news posted by publishers with the same political lean-
ing (the bubble effect). Therefore, the distribution of political lean-
ing for followers of liberal and conservative publishers are skewed
to the left and right, respectively. Nevertheless, followers of conser-
vative publishers has a more skewed distribution. This is resulted
from the fact that the conservative community is denser, and has
fewer connections to liberals and neutrals in Twitter (c.f. Table 2).
On the other hand, the distribution of political leanings for neutral
1The PDFs have been empirically estimated using kernel density estimation [9]
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Figure 3: Distribution of political leanings for (A) follow-
ers of liberal, conservative, and neutral publishers, and (B)
followers of retweeters of liberal, conservative, and neutral
publishers. As we get farther away from the publishers, the
distribution of liberal and conservative followers becomes
significantly more skewed (filter bubbles grow larger).

users is very symmetric and is centered at 0. Hence, neutral users
get similar exposure to liberal and conservative view points.

Figure 3(B) shows the distribution of political leanings for fol-
lowers of retweeters (level 2) of liberal, conservative, and neutral
publishers. We observe that while the distribution of political lean-
ings for followers of retweeters of neutral publishers is symmetric
and centered around 0, the distribution of political leanings for
followers of retweeters of liberal or conservative publishers are
extremely skewed. As expected, followers of retweeters of conser-
vative publishers have a more skewed distribution. Interestingly,
the skewness of the distributions for followers of retweeters (level
2) is much larger compared to the skewness of distributions for
followers of publishers (level 1). This means that filter bubbles in
level 2 are larger than those in level 1. Our experiments show that
as we get farther away from the publishers, filter bubbles grow
even larger (Figure 8).

We summarize our key observations as follows:
• I. Conservatives and liberals get a biased exposure to the
news posted in Twitter, while neutrals get similar exposure
to liberal and conservative view points (Figure 3(A)).

• II. Users who get the news from retweeters get a significantly
more biased exposure, compare to users who get the news
from publishers. In other words, as we get farther away from
the news publishers, the filter bubbles grow larger (Figure
3(B)).

4.3 Breaking Filter Bubbles
To break filter bubbles, we aim for all individuals to get similar ex-
posure to news stories. Our proposed strategy to break the bubble
effect is based on the three key observations discussed earlier: (1)
while low consensus news are more likely to proliferate amongst
the users with a particular political leaning, high consensus news
has a much higher chance of spreading among users with differ-
ent political leanings; (2) high consensus news posted by neutral
publishers has the lowest disparity for spreading among liberal and
conservative users; and (3) as users get farther away from publish-
ers, they get a more biased exposure to news. Based on the above
observations, we conjecture:
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High consensus news posted by neutral users help break the filter
bubbles.

High consensus news posted by neutral users achieve high
spread with little disparity regarding political leaning. We con-
firm our conjecture and show the effectiveness of our proposed
strategy through an extensive set of experiments later in the paper.

In the following section, we first formulate the problem of infor-
mation diffusion in social networks. Then, we discuss the problem
of finding a near-optimal set of neutral users to seed spreading high
consensus news and break the filter bubbles.

5 PROBLEM FORMULATION: INFORMATION
DIFFUSION

We start by formulating the information diffusion problem to model
the spread of news among individuals with various political lean-
ings in Twitter. We simulate the proliferation of news by assuming
that each user can be a publisher. Then we select a set of users
and involve them to post news. We represent Twitter by a directed
graph 𝐺 = (V, E), whereV is the set of nodes and E is the set of
directed edges between the nodes. The nodes in the network are
partitioned into three disjoint groups V = {V𝑑 ,V𝑟 ,V𝑛}, where
V𝑑 ,V𝑟 ,V𝑛 represent users with liberal, conservative, and neutral
leanings, respectively. A directed edge (𝑣,𝑢) exists if user 𝑣 follows
user 𝑢. When users post tweets, their followers can retweet and
spread the tweets in the network. To model spread of information,
e.g. news or tweets in Twitter, two well-known classical diffusion
models are introduced in the literature [36]: (1) Independent Cas-
cade model (IC) and (2) Linear Threshold (LT) model. In this work,
we consider the IC model.

5.1 Independent Cascade model (IC)
In the IC model, information propagates through every edge (𝑣,𝑤)
with probability 𝑝𝑣𝑤 . We have a set of discrete time steps which
we denote with 𝑡 = {0, 1, 2, · · · }. At 𝑡 = 0, the initial seed set 𝑆 ⊆ V
is activated. At every time step 𝑡 > 0, a node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 which was
activated at time 𝑡 − 1 can activate its inactivated neighbors𝑤 with
probability 𝑝𝑣𝑤 . The model assumes that once a node is activated,
it stays active throughout the whole process and each node has
only one chance to activate its neighbors. The described process
stops at time 𝑡 > 0 if no new node gets activated at this time. We
note that the IC model is a stochastic process, in which a node 𝑢
can influence its neighbors𝑤 based on the Bernoulli distribution
with success probability 𝑝𝑢𝑤 . A possible outcome of the process
can be denoted via a set of timestamps {𝑡𝑣 ≥ 0 : 𝑣 ∈ V}, where 𝑡𝑣
represents the time at which a node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 is activated.

5.2 Information Diffusion with Low Disparity
Our goal is to find the smallest seed set of users that when post a
tweet, it spreads through at least a fraction 𝑄𝑝 ∈ [0, 1] of liberals
(V𝑙 ), conservatives (V𝑐 ), and neutrals (V𝑛) in Twitter, where 𝑝 ∈
{𝑙, 𝑐, 𝑛}. We formulate the problem as follows:

min
𝑆⊆V

|𝑆 | subject to (3)∑︁
𝑝∈{𝑙,𝑐,𝑛}

min
(
𝑓𝑝 (𝑆), 𝑄𝑝 · |V𝑝 |

)
≥

∑︁
𝑝∈{𝑙,𝑐,𝑛}

𝑄𝑝 ,

where 𝑓𝑙 (.), 𝑓𝑐 (.), 𝑓𝑛 (.) determine the total number users among lib-
erals (V𝑙 ), conservatives (V𝑐 ), and neutrals (V𝑛) that are activated
as a result of selecting the seed set 𝑆 . We callV𝑝 “saturated" by 𝑆
when min

(
𝑓𝑝 (𝑆), 𝑄𝑝 · |V𝑝 |

)
=𝑄𝑝 · |V𝑝 |. When a certain fraction

𝑄𝑝 of individuals with a particular political leaning 𝑝 are exposed
to a news (activated), any new activated individual with political
leaning 𝑝 cannot further improve the utility. This will give indi-
viduals with different political leanings a higher chance of being
exposed to the news.

We note that the utility function, i.e., 𝑓𝑝 : 2V𝑝 → Z+, is a
non-negative, monotone, submodular set function [27]. The sub-
modularity is an intuitive notion of diminishing returns, stating
that for any sets 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐴

′ ⊆ 𝑉 and any node 𝑎 ∈ 𝑉 \𝐴′
, it holds that:

𝑓 (𝐴 ∪ {𝑎}) − 𝑓 (𝐴) ≥ 𝑓 (𝐴′ ∪ {𝑎}) − 𝑓 (𝐴′) .
Although problem (3) is NP-hard in general [49], for maximizing

a submodular function the following greedy algorithm provides a
logarithmic approximation guarantee. The greedy algorithm starts
from an empty set, add a new node to the set which provides the
maximal marginal gain in terms of utility, and stops whenever
the desired 𝑄𝑝 fraction of individuals with political leaning 𝑝 are
activated.

5.3 Spreading through Neutrals to Break the
Bubbles

In Problem (3), the fraction𝑄𝑝 can be arbitrary for individuals with
different political leanings. However, to break the filter bubbles we
wish individuals with different political leanings to get a similar
exposure to various news. In other works, we assume similar values
for 𝑄𝑙 , 𝑄𝑐 , 𝑄𝑛 . Moreover, the news posted by individuals with neu-
tral leanings have a higher chance of spreading among individuals
with liberal and conservative political leanings. Therefore, to break
the filter bubbles we aim at finding the smallest subset 𝑆 ⊆ V𝑛

that when post a news, at least a fraction 𝑄𝑝 of individuals with
political leaning 𝑝 get exposed to the news. Formally, we have

min
𝑆⊆V𝑛

|𝑆 | subject to (4)∑︁
𝑝∈{𝑙,𝑐,𝑛}

min
(
𝑓𝑝 (𝑆), 𝑄𝑝 · |V𝑝 |

)
≥

∑︁
𝑝∈{𝑙,𝑐,𝑛}

𝑄𝑝 .

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we investigate the effect of spreading high consensus
news posted by neutral users among individuals with conservative,
liberal, and neutral leanings in Twitter. In particular, we show that
our proposed strategy is very effective in spreading information
among individuals with various political leanings and lowering
societal polarization for news consumption. We first describe our
instance of Twitter network. We then explain our experimental
setup, and present our findings.

Twitter Network. Our network is collected from Twitter in Sep-
tember 2009 [3, 12], and includes: 52 million user profiles, 1.9 billion
directed follow links among the users, and 1.7 billion public tweets
posted by the users. In order to obtain a static network, we consider
the tweets published on July 1, 2009, and filter out users that did
not tweet before July 1. After this filtering, we have 70,000 active
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Figure 4: The sample graph from the real Twitter data set
collected in 2009. Blue, red, and green nodes indicate users
with liberal, conservative, and neutral political leanings.

users. We then extract the strongest connected community, includ-
ing 69,687 users and 2,907,026 link between them, yielding 19162,
3449, 47076 nodes with liberal, conservative, and neutral leanings,
respectively. The average degree of network is 41.5. Figure 4 shows
an induced random sample from our final Twitter network.

Sampled Twitter Network. We also created a smaller network
by sampling 10% of nodes uniformly at random from our original
Twitter network, and connecting the users if they have a connec-
tion in the original network. The strongest connected community
includes 3,753 users and 6,993 connections with average degree
of 1.83. Our sampled Twitter network includes 812 liberals, 186
conservatives, and 2,755 neutrals. Note that the structure of the
original Twitter network is very different than the sampled Twitter
network. In particular, the sampled Twitter network is significantly
sparser than the original Twitter network.

Experimental Setup. For a pair of users 𝑢 ∈ V𝑖 and𝑤 ∈ V𝑗 , we
calculate the success probability of activation 𝑝𝑢𝑤 as the expected
fraction of users with political leaning 𝑗 who retweeted news posted
by users with political leaning 𝑖 . The retweeting probabilities are
listed in Table 3.

We apply the greedy algorithm to find a near optimal subset of
users that can spread a news over a certain fraction𝑄𝑙 = 𝑄𝑐 = 𝑄𝑛 =

0.1 of liberals (V𝑙 ), conservatives (V𝑐 ), and neutrals (V𝑛) in the
Twitter network. To evaluate the utility function 𝑓𝑝 (.) in Problem 3
and Problem 4, we estimate it by using Monte Carlo sampling [24].
We used 200 samples for this estimation, which yielded a stable
estimation of the utility function.

Note that using equal values for 𝑄𝑙 , 𝑄𝑐 , 𝑄𝑛 in Problem (3), we
retrieve the fair influence maximization formulation proposed by
[1]. In our experiments, we compare our proposed strategy to fair
influence maximization.

6.1 Neutrals Can Break Filter Bubbles
In our first set of experiments, we apply the greedy algorithm
to Problem (3) and Problem (4) to find the initial set of users to
spread news in Twitter. Figure 5 compares the fraction of individuals
with liberal, conservative, and neutral political leanings who got
exposed to a high consensus news spread through an initial seed
set obtained by solving Problem (3) vs. Problem (4). The goal is
to expose 𝑄𝑝 = 10% of individuals with liberal, conservative, and

neutral leanings to the news. The top row shows the result on our
original Twitter network, and the bottom row shows the result
on the smaller sampled Twitter network. Note that the sampled
network is much sparser than the original Twitter network.

Figures 5(A), 5(E) show the fraction of exposed individuals when
the seeds are selected from the entire network by solving Problem
(3). Figures 5(B), 5(F) show the fraction of exposed individuals when
the seeds are selected from the users with neutral leanings by
solving Problem (4). We note that as more individuals are added
to the initial seed set by the greedy algorithm, the disparity in
the number of exposed users with different political leanings is
much smaller in Figures 5(B), 5(F) compared to Figures 5(A), 5(E).
This clearly confirms the effectiveness of our proposed strategy in
breaking the filter bubbles.

We note that if we do not take into account the different pattern
of diffusion among users of various political leanings, the neutral
users may not be the ones that can maximize the spread of infor-
mation. Figure 6(A), 6(B) compare the fraction of users who were
exposed to a high-consensus news, when the seeds are selected
from the entire network vs. only the neural users. Here, we assume
that all the users spread the news with the same probability of 0.1
irrespective of their political leanings. We see that the news posted
by neutral publishers has more disparity and reaches a smaller
number of users.

6.2 Neutrals Can Widely Spread the News
Figures 5(C), 5(G) compare the fraction of exposed individuals when
the initial seed is selected from the entire network vs. neutrals.
There are two interesting observations: the initial seeds selected
from neutral users can spread the news even more than users se-
lected from the entire network. Moreover, as we continue the se-
lection process, selected neutral seeds can spread the news as well
as the seed set selected from the entire network. This interesting
observation confirms the power of neutral users in spreading news
in Twitter. As Table 4 depicts, the average number of retweeting of a
tweet posted by liberal, conservative, and neutrals are almost equal.
There is a interesting observation. High consensus tweets posted
by neutrals are retweeted with many democrats and republicans
in addition to neutrals. Interestingly, news posted by neutrals is
retweeted by an even larger number of users compared to news
posted by liberal or conservative publishers.

Figure 7(A) shows the number of users selected with liberal,
conservative, and neutral leanings for varying number of seeds
selected greedily to solve Problem (3). Figure 7(A) shows the result
on the Twitter network, and Figure 7(B) shows the result on the
sampled Twitter network. We see that in the set of seeds greedily
selected from the entire network, the majority of the users have
neutral leanings. This further shows that neutral users are highly
effective in spreading information in Twitter. This is consistent
with our initial observation, that the news posted by neutrals has a
higher probability of spreading among users with different political
leanings.

6.3 Neutrals Spread News with Low Disparity
Figures 5(D), 5(H) compare the total disparity of diffusion when the
initial seed set is selected from the entire network vs. neutrals. We
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Figure 5: Fraction of individuals with liberal, conservative, and neutral political leanings who are exposed to a high consensus
news. Top row shows the result on our Twitter network, and the bottom row shows the result on the smaller sampled Twitter
network. (A), (E) show the fraction of exposed individuals when the seeds are selected from the entire network by solving
Problem (3). (B), (F) show the fraction of exposed individuals when the seeds are selected from neutral users by solving Problem
(4). (C), (G) compare the fraction of exposed individuals when the initial seed is selected from the entire network vs. neutrals.
(D), (H) compare the disparity of diffusion when the initial seed set is selected from the entire network vs. neutrals.
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(A) Seeds with various leanings
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(B) Seeds with neutral leanings

Figure 6: Fraction of users who were exposed to a high-
consensus news story, when all users propagate the news
with the same probability of 0.1, irrespective of their politi-
cal leanings in Twitter. (A) shows the result when seeds are
selected from the entire network, (B) shows the result when
seed are selected only from the neutral users.

define the total disparity as the sum of all disparity (differences)
between exposure for each pair of political leanings. Formally, we
have: Total disparity=���� 𝑓𝑙 (𝑆)V𝑙

− 𝑓𝑐 (𝑆)
V𝑐

���� + ���� 𝑓𝑙 (𝑆)V𝑙

− 𝑓𝑛 (𝑆)
V𝑛

���� + ���� 𝑓𝑐 (𝑆)V𝑐
− 𝑓𝑛 (𝑆)

V𝑛

���� .
We observe that the total disparity is much smaller when the initial
seed set is selected from users with neutral political leanings (Prob-
lem (3)) compared to the case when the initial seed set is selected
from the entire network (Problem (4)). The difference is larger when
the size of the initial seed set is smaller.

Retweeters
Liberal Conservative Neutral Sum

Pu
bl
is
he

rs Liberal
H: 76
L: 104

H: 9
L: 5

H: 32
L: 15

H:117
L:124

Conservative
H: 9
L: 10

H: 58
L: 94

H: 18
L: 9

H:87
L:113

Neutral
H: 45
L: 49

H: 43
L: 47

H: 43
L: 32

H:131
L:128

Table 4: Average number of retweeting a high and low consen-
sus news post (indicated H and L in the table) by users from
various political leanings. Rows and columns correspond to
publishers and retweeters. For instance, in the first cell (first
row and column), liberal users on average retweets high/low
consensus news posts published by liberals publishers 76
times. We note that news posted by neutrals is retweeted by
an even larger number of users, compared to news posted by
liberal or conservative publishers.

6.4 Filter Bubbles Grow Larger over Time
Figure 8 shows the fraction of individuals with various political
leanings who got exposed to a high consensus news during the
diffusion process (IC), for varying number of seeds. More precisely,
for a given seed set information diffusion proceeds in discrete time
steps 𝑡 = {0, 1, 2, . . . , }. Figure 8 compares the fraction of users
with various political leanings who received the news in the first
time-step, 𝑡 = 1, and second time-step 𝑡 = 2 in our original Twitter
network. Figure 8(A) shows the result when the seeds are selected
from the entire network, by solving Problem (3). Figure 8(B) shows
the result when the seeds are selected from the users with neutral
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Figure 7: Number of users selected with liberal, conservative,
and neutral leanings for varying number of seeds selected
greedily to solve Problem (3). Figure shows the results on (A)
the Twitter network, and (B) the smaller sampled Twitter
network.
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Figure 8: Fraction of users who are exposed to the news from
different groups in first and second time step of propagation
process in the Twitter network. (A) Shows the result when
seed are selected from the entire network (Problem 3), (B)
shows the result when seed are selected from neutral users
(Problem 4).

political leanings, by solving Problem (4). It can be seen that when
seeds are selected from the entire network, the disparity becomes
larger as the diffusion process continues. On the other hand, the
disparity is much smaller when seeds are selected from neutral
users.

The above result confirms our observation that the filter bubbles
grow larger as the diffusion continues over time. In other words,
when the seeds are selected from the entire network, as the we
get farther away from the initial set of seeds, the disparity in the
number of users with different political leanings who are exposed
to the news becomes larger. On the other hand, when diffusion is
originated from neutral seeds, users with different political leanings
get exposed to the information at the same time. This is crucial
while spreading time-critical information, such as health-related
information or emergency warnings, in the network.

7 DISCUSSION
Since we propose increasing exposure to high consensus news,
we would like to check that such stories carry important informa-
tion for public discourse. Babaei et al. [4] compared low and high
consensus posts on social media by empirically analyzing their
properties. They showed that both types of posts are equally pop-
ular and cover similar topics. We checked this by analyzing 400
randomly selected posts including examples of high and low con-
sensus news, along with their sources, number of retweets, replies,

and likes. See Table 5 in the Appendix for details. We highlight the
following observations:

I. For both types of news posts, a variety of news sources exists
across the ideological spectrum. Figure 1 also shows several
publishers with different political leaning that posts both
types of high and low consensus news.

II. On average, high and low consensus tweets are retweeted
158 and 177 times respectively. On average high consensus
tweets are liked 532 times, whereas, low consensus news are
liked 488 times. Thus, high and low consensus news stories
have similar popularity.

III. Galtung and Ruge [19] introduce newsworthiness theory in
which they propose several news factors such as frequency,
meaningfulness, continuity, etc. Eilders [17] showed that
these factors impact news’ worthiness. Weber [48] proposes
the following hypothesis: “The news factors of a news item
influence the level of participation in commenting in an ar-
ticle’s comments section”. Weber also noted several other
factors, such as having a high social impact or being contro-
versial, that may attract more comments as participation [47].
Weber emphasized that if a news story attracts more com-
ments, then it has higher worthiness. Here we can consider
the number of replies as participating comments. On average,
high consensus and low consensus news stories received 100
and 114 replies (comments), respectively, suggesting that
both types of news have similar worthiness.

In summary, we observe that high and low consensus news are
similar along multiple dimensions, including variety of news source,
popularity, topic covering, and worthiness.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the diffusion of news in Twitter. We inves-
tigated how users with various political leanings (liberals, conser-
vatives and neutrals) get exposed to low and high consensus news
posted by different publishers (e.g. CNN, FoxNews, etc.). We found
that (1) while low consensus news stories are more likely to pro-
liferate amongst the users with a particular political leaning, high
consensus news has a much higher chance of spreading among
users with different political leanings; (2) high consensus news
posted by neutral publishers has the lowest disparity for spreading
among liberal and conservative users; and (3) as users get farther
away from the publishers, they get a more biased exposure to the
news. Based on the above observations, we studied the effect of
spreading high consensus news through neutral users on decreasing
the disparity in users’ exposure. Our extensive simulation experi-
ments on Twitter showed that our proposed strategy can be highly
effective in decreasing the disparity of information across users
with differing views. Our findings may be helpful for breaking filter
bubbles and reducing fragmentation in online social media.
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A NEWSWORTHINESS OF HIGH CONSENSUS
NEWS

Here in Table 5 we show some examples of high and low consensus
that randomly selected from 400 posts along with their sources,
number of retweets, replies, and likes.
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High Consensus News Low Consensus News
BREAKING: Senate intelligence committee invites fired FBI Director
Comey to appear in closed session next Tuesday .
Source: AP, 2.7K Retweets, 176 Replies, 5k Likes

Report: Trump “revealed more information to the Russian ambassador
than we have shared with our own allies”
Source: Salon, 51 Retweets, 14 Replies, 34 Likes.

@johnrobertsFox on firing of James Comey: "This came as a shock
to literally everyone, including the @FBI Director." #TheFive
Source: Fox News, 156 Retweets, 259 Replies, 574 Likes.

Orrin Hatch makes clear the conservative case against Obamacare:
Once the public “is on the dole, they’ll take eve. . .
Source: Salon, 113 Retweets, 12 Replies, 10 Likes.

White House calls emergency meetings as global cyberattack spreads
http://politi.co/2qgNnW1
Source: Politico, 80 Retweets, 31 Replies, 72 Likes.

Why are Republicans attacking the Census Bureau? Because they
don’t want an accurate count of Americans
Source: Salon, 691 Retweets, 22 Replies, 680 Likes.

The Latest: US says Russia should be worried about N. Korea missile
launch; Japan, US, South Korea discuss threat.
http://apne.ws/2r5iNQ1
Source: AP, 167 Retweets, 12 Replies, 93 Likes.

Is Donald Trump the "little boy President"? A @CNNOpinion
contributor takes a closer look at his latest moves
http://cnn.it/2pE1Uaq
Source: CNN, 179 Retwees, 264 Replies, 468 Likes.

White House wants the FBI to complete its investigation into Russia
interference in the 2016 election.
http://apne.ws/2qso0kS
Source: AP, 179 Retweets, 68 Replies, 97 Likes

@SarahHuckabee: "@POTUS over the last several months lost
confidence in Director Comey. The DOJ lost confidence in Director
Comey."
Source: Fox News, 122 Retweets, 94 Replies, 593 Likes.

Donald Trump’s lawyers say he doesn’t have any Russian money
“with a few exceptions” http://dlvr.it/P7QvTv
Source: Salon, 125 Retweets, 10 Replies, 18 Likes.

Schieffer Slams Trump: Comey Firing Reminds Me of
JFK-Oswald Conspiracies
Source: Fox News, 55 Retweets, 510 Replies, 149 Likes.

North Korea’s Sunday missile test is what one researcher is calling an
"extended middle finger to Trump"
Source: CNN, 212 Retweets, 63 Replies, 326 Likes.

Sarah Huckabee Sanders went on Fox last night and, wait for it, said
it’s “time to move on” from Russia probe: http://slate.me/2qsCqBO
Source: Slate, 28 Retweets, 35 Replies, 48 Likes.

“He knows the last three days have not been good for him”:
Sean Spicer’s make-or-break briefing
http://politi.co/2r1t8MQ
Source: Politico, 59 Retweets, 37 Replies, 112 Likes.

“A fresh start will serve the FBI”: Republicans provide cover
for Donald Trump
http://ift.tt/2q6C1BM
Source: Salon, 107 Retweets, 61 Replies, 88 Likes.

San Diego police: Teen shot and killed left suicide note
http://fxn.ws/2ps2UPO #FOXNewsUS
Source: Fox News, 52 Retweets, 21 Replies, 84 Likes.

Acting FBI Director contradicts White House claim that fired
director James Comey had lost support.
http://apne.ws/2r5GJjr
Source: AP, 357 Retweets, 56 Replies, 497 Likes.

@HillaryClinton launches Onward Together PAC. Read more:
http://fxn.ws/2qlcwz0
Source: Fox News, 144 Retweets, 574 Replies, 94 Likes.

Democrats are now openly talking about impeaching Donald Trump
Source: Salon, 105 Retweets, 22 Replies, 153 Likes.

Sources: James Comey told lawmakers he wanted more resources
for Russia probe http://politi.co/2r2Hxpf
Source: Politico, 132 Retweets, 40 Replies, 204 Likes.

It appears that Trump may have just falsely accused himself of
wiretapping himself: http://slate.me/2r9agb8
Source: Slate, 198 Retweets, 25 Replies, 303 Likes.

Trump says ’his decision’ to fire FBI chief, calls him ’showboat’:
NBC interview http://reut.rs/2r6gUjg
Source: Reuters, 69 Retweets, 62 Replies, 83 Likes.

What all the Russia investigations have done and what could
happen next
Source: The New York Times, 131 Retweets, 52 Replies, 226 Likes.

Condoleezza Rice: ’When you’re not credible about Syria,
you’re not credible about North Korea’
http://fxn.ws/2pudYMd
Source: Fox News, 288 Retweets, 80 Replies, 806 Likes.

Republicans are allowing states to drug test people applying for
unemployment benefits
Source: Salon, 19 Retweets, 10 Replies, 16 Likes.

Senior US official says Trump administration has approved
weapons for Kurds.
http://apne.ws/2qYRLac
Source: AP, 180 Retweets, 45 Replies, 97 Likes.

VP Mike Pence defends firing of FBI Director James Comey,
says Trump ’made the right decision at the right time.’
http://apne.ws/2q3fl7Q
Source: AP, 65 Retweets, 83 Replies, 76 Likes.

When men and women finish school and start working, they’re
paid pretty much equally. But then it all changes.
Source: The New York Times, 854 Retweets, 120 Replies, 1.1K likes.

Pres. Trump’s firing of FBI Director James Comey is a
"grotesque abuse of power," legal analyst Jeffrey Toobin says
http://cnn.it/2q1FQd4
Source: CNN, 803 Retweets, 169 Replies, 1.3 Likes.

Table 5: Examples of high and low consensus news including the source, number of retweets, replies and likes.
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